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Abstract
The translation of women writers from the Arab world in the West contributes to the harmful and
inaccurate stereotyping of women from the region in the Global North as oppressed and silenced.
In this paper, I describe the rationale and building process for “The repository of books by
women from the Arab world translated to English”, a digital project built to counter this flattened
image of women from the Arab world by shedding light on the books translated so far and
exposing the patterns in the choice and translation of books from Arabic to English. I start by
discussing the problem with translating books by women from Arabic to English and the need to
do it more broadly to show more diversity in the topics discussed. I then describe the database
compilation process and the website development process while explaining the design choices.
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Digital Manifest

Component

URL

Project Website

https://nedjaem.github.io/WriterNet/#/

Code Repository

https://github.com/NedjaEM/WriterNet

Data File: titles

https://github.com/NedjaEM/WriterNet/blob/master/public/title
s_new.csv

Data File: story points

https://github.com/NedjaEM/WriterNet/blob/master/public/stor
y_points.csv

Data File: events

https://github.com/NedjaEM/WriterNet/blob/master/public/eve
nts.csv

Image Files

https://github.com/NedjaEM/WriterNet/tree/master/public
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Notes on Technical Specifications
The website showcasing this repository was built using the JavaScript framework
Vue, complemented by a few libraries including d3, Vuetify and Scrollama. The
code and data for the website reside in Github. The website is hosted on Github
pages.
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The problem with translating books by women from Arabic to English

Western representations of women from the Arab world reproduce the same
inaccurate and harmful stereotype, that of the oppressed woman who is powerless and
silenced. In her article “Gender, Genre and the (Missing) Gazelle: Arab Women Writers and
the Politics of Translation,” Michelle Hartman discusses the ways in which the translation of
women from the Arab world into English and the reception of this translated work in Englishspeaking environments is deeply linked to this widespread misrepresentation of Arab women
as the oppressed “Other” (Hartman 18). She uses examples of the reception of Al Khansa and
Hanan Al-Shaykh, two Arab authors who lived fifteen hundred years apart, in Englishspeaking environments. The consumption of works by both authors demonstrates how
women from the Arab world are usually situated by readers and critics from the Global North
in a perpetually violent situation. Despite writing in Arabic, both authors have so little in
common, but they are still written about and discussed in the same way that bundles women
from the region no matter their background and history within the same flattened category:
the oppressed Arab woman. To this end, the project explores the selection, translation and
distribution of fiction by women from the Arab world and considers the potential for a
correlation between self-representation and Western opinion.

In her article, Hartman speaks to the necessity of a feminist approach to the study of
women from the Arab world in the Global north. Hartman also highlights voices like Amal
Amireh and Mohja Kahf who emphasize the politics of translating Arab women to English
and suggest a potential solution to the issue: translate a broader range of works by Arab
women, as opposed to the currently selective translation that has taken place leading up to
this day. A look at the titles by women that have been translated from Arabic shows some
overwhelmingly dominant themes: polygamy, oppression, gender roles, hijabs and female
genital mutilation. These translation choices coupled with already established negative
stereotypes of the Arab world in the West have contributed to this harmful representation of
women from the region.
I started my investigation for this project by reading Amal Amireh’s famous article
“Publishing in the West: Problems and Prospects for Arab Women Writers”. In the article,
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she explains how Arab women’s novels are often presented “as sociological and
anthropological texts that reflect the reality of Islam and the Arab world and “lift the veil”
from what a reviewer called the “unimaginable world of Arab women” (Amireh). Her
premise allowed me to explore what causes books to be chosen for translation to English. I
wanted to look at books translated, common themes, contributing factors to the translation in
order to uncover more of what Amireh sheds light on.

Other experts in translation from Arabic have voiced similar concerns. Alexa Firat
said: “Now that Arabic literature is reaching a larger audience it’s being more and more
“Orientalized”—terrorism and the condition of women‘s lives, catering to the interests of the
general public who’re not necessarily knowledgeable about the region in terms of daily life
and social conditions and cannot understand the satire, humor, narrative experimentation, etc.
that writers in the region employ” (Qualey). If the above is true, one can see how more books
by Iraqi women are translated into English and none were translated by Tunisian women.
Iraq’s past two decades were affected by war and terror caused by the US invasion.
Meanwhile, Tunisia has been considered a more “conflict-free” zone for the most part with
less vocal reports of instability or women’s rights violations. Books by Tunisian women
might not have been “sensational” enough for publishers attempting to show a certain image
of the Arab world. It is important to emphasize that this is far from being a straightforward
explanation. There are layers of nuances involved in such claims. Even within the example of
Iraqi women’s translated works, which of the many books written by Iraqi women have been
translated? And why were those ones chosen for translation as opposed to others?

For Arab women not raised in the Global North, whether Arabic literature is
translated into English is not a primary concern. So, growing up in Tunisia, I have only read
books by women from the Arab world in Arabic, or sometimes translated into French. After
moving to the US, I noticed how infrequently books written in Arabic are translated into
English, especially books written by women. I was surprised to discover that the books that I
enjoyed were never translated into English and remain inaccessible to my friends and peers in
the US. In fact, I have not found one single book that was written by a Tunisian woman that
has been translated into English. This was one personal motivation to work on this project.
“A Repository of Books by Women from the Arab World Translated to English”
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(https://nedjaem.github.io/WriterNet/#/) is the resulting digital project created to address the
above questions. It is a centralized repository for most books written in Arabic by women and
translated into English. This work will serve multiple purposes within the Arabic to English
translation landscape. First, it will help distinguish works written by Arab women to highlight
the uniqueness of each book and each author, as a way to counter the flattened representation
of books written by Arab women. Second, it will provide necessary data for analyzing the
translation factors that go into choosing a book for translation, guiding scholars through
answering the questions described above. Third, it will provoke more conversations around
the necessity of translating Arab women and the need for doing it with care through an anticolonial feminist approach, as well as emphasize the importance of self-representation by
Southwest Asian and North African (SWANA) women.

Data Collection and Approaches: How did I compile the database?

The first and most crucial part of this digital project consists in compiling the database
on which everything else will be based. During my initial research, I realized that there is no
centralized repository for books written by women and translated into English, despite their
diminutive size. So, I decided to create this repository of titles by consulting multiple online
resources. First, I visited and explored them. Second, I used Goodreads to collect more
information about each book I found. I will be detailing this process below.

The Three Percent Library helped me get started. The library is a Rochester
University affiliated database for translated fiction and poetry works published in the US.
These publications only represent 3 percent of all books published in the US. The database
allows users to filter by language, country, as well as author gender and translator gender,
which I believe are important when critically analyzing translation of Arab women writers to
English. I applied the language filter (Arabic) and the gender filter (Female) to narrow my
search down to 76 books in the database. I then copied the book titles and author names to a
spreadsheet and set out to find more titles in other places.

I then searched online for popular lists of English books written by Arab writers. I
looked through these lists to find the books that were written by women, and that were
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specifically translated from Arabic. It is important to note that many Arab authors write in
French and English originally. After looking at a few titles of those written originally in
French, I have decided to still include them, mainly because the identity of the author and the
nature of what they write about is an important factor in their translation into English,
whether they initially wrote in Arabic or French. I concluded that not including such books
would create a gap in my database. One of the lists I consulted was Bookriot’s “100
Recommended Books by Arab Women from Your 2017 Reading Resolutions” which was
written by M Lynx Qualey and contained great titles, alongside some brief descriptions. I
have also frequently consulted lists and articles in Arablit, an online community which
brilliantly publishes articles related to Arab authors, translators and newly translated books.

Lastly, I looked at the publishing houses which published the book titles I have
already collected and visited their websites. I then proceeded to find any other books written
by Arab women that they have published and that I have not encountered before. By then, I
had already collected 165 titles. As I continued to do research and read articles on books and
authors, I came across more books that I added to the database.

Next, I collected more information about each book in the database from Goodreads.
Unfortunately, the GoodReads API was deprecated in 2020. So, I manually searched for the
books by title and author. For each book, I used the Zotero browser extension to save it to a
Zotero collection. This process helped me acquire more relevant data on each book like
publishing house, translator, publication country and year. Some of this information was still
not correctly scraped by Zotero. For instance, book covers were a data piece that is crucial to
the website but were not automatically added through Zotero. So, I exported the titles from
Zotero to a spreadsheet and I manually added the missing fields to it. For the book covers
specifically, I copied a hyperlink to each book cover from GoodReads and added it to the
data. In the cases where the book cover was not available on the site, I obtained the hyperlink
from another online site.

I used the process described above to obtain the base to my database. However, I
wanted to expand my data more to be able to use it more in my creative process of creating
the project website. This expansion also presented me with the opportunity of interacting with
the database in a new way. For example, I thought through and created a tagging mechanism
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for common book themes. By assigning four tags to each title, I wanted to draw similarities
and differences between certain books to connect them to each other and allow users to filter
and explore books by tags/themes. Tagging was one of the ways to guide users through
answering questions around translation choices and causes.
Through this data collection process, the criteria for book selection were relaxed. I
was mainly looking for books written in Arabic or French by women from the Arab-speaking
part of the SWANA region, so any book translated into English that fit that description was
added to the database. Although some books were autobiographies or social novels, most of
them were works of fiction. I attempted to collect as many relevant attributes as possible on
each book, and I made sure to stay consistent and collect the same data across every data
point. Below is a description of these attributes.

Data Dictionary

Attribute

Type

Meaning

Source

Publication

Date (year)

The year that

Goodreads

Year

Use

the translation
was published

Original

Date (year)

The year that

Goodreads

This is an

Publication

the original

important data

Year

title was

point to

published

understand
how long it
took for a
book to be
picked up for
translation
since it was
first published.

Author

Text

Name of the

Goodreads
5

author of the
title
Author

Text

Country

Country name

Various online

This is

of the author

sources

important to
understand if
some authors
from certain
countries are
translated
more than
others.

Title

Text

Book title in

Goodreads

English
Original Title

Text

Original title

Goodreads

This is

of the book in

important to

Arabic

compare to the
translation title
and see if there
is a linear
translation.

ISBN

Text

ISBN code of

Goodreads

the translated
book
URL

URL

Link to the

Goodreads

webpage from
which this
information
was collected,
most likely
Goodreads
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link
Abstract

Text

Description of

Goodreads

the book story

This is
important for
the tagging
mechanism but
will also allow
users to get an
idea on each
book.

Language of

Text

Origin

The language

Goodreads

This will most

of the original

likely be

book.

Arabic but
since I also
have decided
to include
authors who
write in
French on
matters of
SWANA
countries, it is
important to
use this field
to make that
distinction.

Author Image

URL

Link to the

Goodreads

image of the
author
Book Cover

URL

Link to the

Goodreads

image of the
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book cover
Publisher

Text

Name of the

Goodreads

publishing
house
Place

Text

City and

Goodreads

country of
publication
Place 2

Text

The other city

Goodreads

and country of
publication if
it exists
Call Number

Text

The library

Goodreads

call number of
the book
Editor

Text

Editor name if

Goodreads

any
Translator

Text

Translator

Goodreads

name
Translator

Text

Gender

Gender of the

Various online

This might be

translator

sources

interesting to
see whether
more women
are translating
women or not.

Contributor

Text

Contributor

Goodreads

name if any
Story Points

Text

Facts about the Various online

I have found

book or author

this

sources
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information
based on
research I have
done on these
books or
authors, and I
think it is
useful to put
some books in
context.
Tag1

Text

Theme tag for

Myself

the book
Tag2

Text

Theme tag for

Myself

the book
Tag3

Text

Theme tag for

Myself

the book
Tag4

Text

Theme tag for

Myself

the book

Website Development Process: Design Choices and Execution

As I spent time building the database for this project, I have investigated books’
abstracts and history. I have tried looking for patterns of translations and common factors
between some books and found many similarities and many differences. I have noticed how
over the last decades, many more “lighter” works were translated. As much as books on war,
Islam and the state of women were translated, some “fun” novels were too!

From my observations, many things have clearly affected the translation of Arab
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women to English, and it is not possible to pinpoint them or generalize. However, I found
that there is some crucial information that might allow us to understand these dynamics of
translation more. One of them being time. The other being the network of connections
between the decision-making entities that goes into book translation and publication. So, I
decided to approach the digital repository of books in two ways that I will be detailing below.

The first approach I have developed was the network view approach to the data. After
identifying the four entities: book, author, translator, and publishing house, I decided to map
out the complex connection between these and how intertwined they are. Are certain authors
continuously translated by the same publishing house or same translator? Which publishing
house is translating the most books by women in Arabic? Which author is the most
translated? Which one has only one book translated? In conjunction with this network graph,
I have presented a list of the books, with more information on each of them. The combination
of the network and grid of books can help navigate these questions and guide researchers to
more insights.

The second approach was the chronological one. Initially, I was reticent about looking
at the data as a factor of time but soon it became clear that it was important to do so. Just
looking at the number of books and authors growth over time was an indication that a
chronological component was necessary in this research. Between 2003 and 2010, the
number of books and authors translated both doubled. The chronological view consists of an
interactive incremental timeline. As the user navigates from year to year, they are able to see
the numbers of books and authors translated up to that point in time, as well as the books and
book abstracts and some interesting facts about those books that can add more layers to the
research.

I first imagined the project as a repository for resources. I thought I would be scraping
websites and manually looking through books and articles for resources that would be useful
for researching the translation of women's books from Arabic to English. So, I started looking
at ArabLit and wrote a Python script that searches for each of the books and authors on the
data I have collected and saves the links for them. However, I soon realized this might not be
as useful as I thought it would be. Researchers are a Google search away from finding these
articles. So, I decided to redirect my efforts into building a digital repository of the books
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themselves and building my website around that. I believe that there is value in having these
books’ abstracts in a centralized location that would then facilitate the access to the articles
and resources needed for research.
I started by creating the network view of the website. I have developed this as part of
a project in Professor Michelle McSweeney’s “Visualization and Design” class and expanded
it once I was able to collect more data. I used d3js to create a force-directed graph using
authors, translators and publishers as the nodes and the books as the links. I organized my
data in a way where I mapped two separate relationships:

1) The publisher and the author
2) The publisher and the translator.

The book was the link between each two, which means each book will show twice in
the network graph. I think this representation makes the most sense for the type of data I have
gathered.

I then moved to my timeline view. I used the Vuetify tab component to create the navigation
part of the timeline. Then I used different card components to add the book information and
the counts of books and authors. Initially I had a grid of books similar to the one in the
Network graph, but I decided that I wanted to present the data differently between both views
to give the user a different interactive experience within the project.
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Finally, to link both views together, I have created the introduction part as a
scrollytelling visualization. I needed a way to loosely guide the users through the project and
the best way to do that was to walk them through my ideation and execution process, then
lead them to the actual data and visualizations. For me, this felt like sharing an essay to
introduce the theoretical framework for the project and present the questions that I hope the
repository will answer. A “Scrollytelling” visualization introduced the fun interactive element
to the essay, while allowing me to walk the user through my thought process. To develop
this, I used Vue-Scrollama, a Vue component that helps make use of the browser’s
positioning to get the scroll-driven story effect.
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Evaluation and Future Work

The project evolved in a way that I did not expect. I initially thought of it more as a
library research guide that would provide secondary sources to the study of the translation of
books by women writers translated from Arabic to English. However, it has matured to be a
repository for primary resources (the books themselves) and information related to their
conception.

Although having a research guide is an important piece to advance the study of the
translation of women from Arabic into English, some other resources do exist to address this
for the full body of translated literature from Arabic to English. For example, “paratext and
power” is a project that investigates the role of paratexts in the translation of Arabic
literature. The website presents a searchable database accompanied by an essay and
explorative data visualizations. Paratexts are defined by the project as “introductions,
prefaces, forewords, afterwords, glossaries, and notes” which “contain keys to understanding
the westward movement of Arabic literature.” According to this definition, paratexts do not
include academic papers and journal papers about the literary works. One potential addition
to my project will be to aggregate and catalog papers and journals which mention or discuss a
specific book, author, translator or publishing house that is tied to my collected data. This
would be a step towards achieving all the project’s initial objectives.

Despite the time and effort that went into compiling the database, the data remains
incomplete. The list is far from exhaustive as I keep coming across books that have not been
included and as more books are being published daily. It is important to come to terms with
the limitations of such data collection efforts. And I hope that this database will keep growing
as I continue to find more titles to add, while rightly crediting their sources. In order to allow
for this growth, I will add a “Request Addition” page in the project website so that users can
suggest missing titles and request for them to be added to the collection. This page will add a
crowd-sourcing aspect to the database, while keeping it prevalent and updated.

Every piece of the website was created at a different time of the project timeline. The
network view was created first, the chronological view was created second and the
scrollytelling view was created last. I had to keep uniformity in mind while creating each
13

piece, in order to make them all fit under one consistently crafted website. I think I have
succeeded in making the look-and-feel of all pages similar. I also put a lot of thought in the
way I wanted to visualize the data and present it in the chronological and network views. It
was especially important to avoid repetition in the data presentation. For example, the two
views show each book in the collection separately, however each view allows for a different
type of interaction. The chronological view shows the books in relation to other events and
analytics, and highlights interesting facts related to the author or oeuvre. The network view
shows them in a grid without the time component and allows for their interaction with the
network itself by situating them in their relationship to each other.

The data and website currently put books at the center. Most of the information
available is around the book: Who translated it? Who published it? Who wrote it? However,
there is not much information about each of these entities except for their relation to the book
and the story points that I added to the chronological view. As a future piece of work, I will
collect more data on these entities. For the authors, I will work on finding data surrounding
their lives, their other works and their position within the Arabic literary landscape. For the
publishing house, I will collect more data on their history, their specialization, and their
recent news. Once this data is collected, I will add two more pages on the project to present
this data and allow users to explore the people and publishing houses involved in the writing
and translation of the books that constitute the database. I believe this is a crucial part to the
future life of the project and it will add another dimension to the website’s experience.
Especially, it will give the exploration of the network graph more depth.

Conclusion
The goals and shapes of this project have changed since its conception and will most
likely continue to change as more books are translated. After considering the limited digital
resources available around the topic, I wanted to create a base digital repository that would
allow for more research to take off. The website I have created easily allows for expansion
and exploration for the future. This digital repository makes it possible for research on
women in translation from Arabic to start and allows researchers to ask more questions. My
hope is that this digital experience will bring out more conversation on the topic.
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